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Abstrect

Hart's "Keynesian features" model o( imperfect competitiai is
interpreted as a model of temporary equilibrium with money,
and generalised in three vrays to allow non-zero-elastic
expectations of tuture prices, CES production technology, and
government spending. When an unemployment equilibrium exists,
an increase in the money supply always raises output, unless
expectations are unit-elastic. An ultra-Keynesian result in
which the price falls and output increases more than propor-
tionally to money is possible. A rise in government spending
lowers output if monc~y is neutral, but otherwise alwayc raises
it tor some money supply range, il spending is set in cash
terms.
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1. ~ntroductlon

Hart s(19f32) article was the lirsl of a number of recent explorations ot the exteM

to which Keynesian results may be derived Irom a general equilibrium model ot impertect

competition. Other authors to examine this question have included Snawer (19B3), Mankivv

(1985), Akerlot and Yellen (1985), Dixon (1986), Benassy (1967) and Blanchard and Kiyotaki

(1987), to name but a few. In this paper, we return to reconsider Hart's orginat model,

and to exlend it ín several directions. As a first step, we argue that it is most usefully

viewed as a model oi temporary equilibrium with money. We then generalise the model in

three ways: trrst, by allowing the elasticity of lulure price expectations to take any pos-

sible value, rather than restricting it to zero. Second, instead ot assuming tirms' technolo-

gy to be Cobb-Uouglas, we generalise it to be CES, permitting lhe elasticlty of substitulion

to deviate from unity. Third, we introduce government spending as en additional component

ot aggregate demand, enabling an analysis ot fiscal as well as ot monetary pdicy.

The reinterpreted and extended model generates a number ot new and interesting

results. First, tor certain ranges of the parameter space, an unemployment equilibrium

exists in which an increase in the money supply will increase output and employment, for

any value ot the elasticily ol price expeclations not equal to unity. Hart's orginal result ot

this sort was (implicitly) derived only tor zero-elastic expeclations. What deserves comment

here is that the outcome is independent of whether the elasticity is abwe or belaw unity:

all that matters is that il should rat be equal to iL Second, it is possible lo obtain an

unernployment eyuilibnum which is "ultra-Keynesian", in the sense that when the money

supply is increased, output rises more than proportionally to it, and the price level actually

falls. Third, when government spending is introduced, It will allect output even wtten mone-

tary pulicy dces not, but in these circumstances the effect is negative. Given monetary

eftectiveness, we show, tourthly, that tiscal policy will always also have a positive eftect

on output tor some range ol the rrwney supply, provided government spending is set in
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nominal terms; but if it is indexed to the price level, lhe conditions for a positive effect

become more strirgent. These third and fourth results illustrate lhe conflictirg "elasticity'

and ' I~xprice' eflects which in general flow Irom an increase in goverrment spending in

this lype ot model.

Some results related, but rat identical, to some of these, have been obtained in

two papers which are unpublished at the time of writing. Jacobsen and Schultz 11J87) tind

that, in a rtadel in which lhe waqe is determined by a Nash bargaln between employers

and unions, an elasticity o1 price ezpectations other than unity a)so gives rise to monetary

policy eflectiveness. Wren-Lewis (1985) is the first to poinl out that government spending

will always affect output under imper(ect competition, even when monetary pdicy does not,

unless very resirictive conditions hdd. As a result, he observes, imperfectly competitive

models do not possess a"natural rate" of unemployment or output.

lhe body of the paper falls into three sections. The follawing one describes the

slructure ol lhe model, beginnirg with the micrceconomic decisions of individual agents.

Section 3 applies this model to the study of the eflectiveness of monetary policy. Section

4 introduces government spending, and thence examines fiscal pdicy. The technical issues

ot tF~e second-order conditions and the "stability" ot equilibrium are considered in an

apPendix.

Y. The Structure ot' the Model

In Hart s model, imperfect competition takes 1he torm of Cournot-Nash quantity-set-

ting oligopdists, in botli the goods and labour markets. We shall simplify this by postulating

perfect competdion in the goods market. It will be seen that this changes nothing essential

m the modefs properties, yet makes easier the analysis oi lhese. Ihroughout, we assume

that househdds have a tixed endowment of time, but obtain ra ulilily of leisure, so implying

that at any positive wage their competitive supply of labour would be equal to the exogeraus

endawment. l heretore if there were perfect competition in the labour rtiarket, output would
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be exogenously determined by the labour supply. With imperlecl competition, unions may

wish to restrict sales ot labour, causing an equilibrium with unemployment to exist. Whe-

ther this is the case, or whether equilibrium will still be at full emptoyment, will be seen to

depend on various conditions which are the subject of the analysis. Naturally, we shall fo-

cus most attention on the cases where unemployment does exist, in order lo ask whether

and how, in these circumstances, monetary and fiscal pdicy are effective.

In any imperfectly competitive general equilibrium model in which agents maximise

against the "true" demand curves which they face, there are many potential channels ot

strategic ínterdependence. Hart limited these by the assumption o( a particular micro-mar-

ket structure, 01 which we here adopt a simpler torm, made possible by the absence of

monopdy power in the goods market. Let there be a tixed number of separate locations,

each with a market for goods and labour, in which the lirms at the location respectively

sell and buy. liousehdds who work at one location are assumed to buy goods at a ditter-

ent one, meaning that the local unions do not affect the prices al which their members

consume, even though they are able to intluence the local goods price. Further, assume

that prolits o1 firms at the location are distributed only to househdds who work or buy

goods al dilterent locations. Thls implies that local unions do not influence the profit

receipts ot their members; and, in combination with the above, that they do not intluence

the money incomes of households who buy goods at the location. We shall in tact assume

that there is complete symmetry amongst locations as concerns numbers o1 agents and

their prelerence5, enda~rtnents and techndogies, and shall focus only on equilibria which

are symmetric. Hence it will not be necessary to introduce formal notation to distinguish

between ditlerent locations, or between aggregale and local variables.

Unlon behavluur

All households are allocated to a trade union, and membership is tixed. The union's

ob}ective tunction is to be derived (rom the ulility functions ot its members. GNen Lhat

lfiere is no utility ot leisure, and that protit incomes ol members and the prices ot goods
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wfrich lhey tace are exogenuus to the union tunder the abave assumpikxie), the appropriate

maximand is the union's total money wage reverwe. This is the maximand also assumed by

Hart lexcept tor an extension in which utility of leisure is íntroduced). Since, below, hou-

sehdds witl be assumed identical, it is natural to postulate that when the union restricts

labour sales, it rations all members equally; though all-or-nothing unemployment with ran-

dom selection could equivalently be assumed it households were risk-neutral.

At each location, households are divided equally amongst a fixed number, n, ol un-

ions. There is a markel labour demand tunction, t- glW,...), whose derivation will be de-

scribed below. Under the Cournot-Nash assumption the i ih union, in choosing its labour

sales !, takes as given lhe sales t' ot the other n-1 unions. Thus it solves the problem:

maximise Wt subject to t tl - g(W,...) end L s L

vfiere L is the available time erxiowment. The fírst-order condition tor the solution Is:

t. W d~ S 0, ! s L, with complementary slack

In labour market equilibriurn, since all unions are identical we have t- tln, giving:

1 5 dt W - -
n dW !

E f1)

We shall be most interesled in equilib ia in vvhich t1) holds with slricl equality, signityinq

the presence of unemployment. However the possibility lhat such do not exist, and that the

equdit~r ium is at tull employrnenl, cannot be ignored. When it iiolds with equaHly, ll) sirnply

states that (lhe absolute value ot) the wage-elasticity o1 labour dernand should equal the

reciprocal ol the number ot unions, a constant. It is from analysing this condition in more

detail thrt most of the properlies of the model can be derived.

L'onsumer behavfour

As noted above, households are taken to be identícal, enabling us to vwrk with ttre

concept ot a single representative. In Hart's model, the househdd is assumed to obtain
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utility from purchases ol firms' output, which is laken to be a homogeneous qood, and

from a non-produced good, the supply of which is lixed. It is natural to wish to interpret

the non-produced good as "money , an interpretation which Hart declines to make. lhe

most tami6ar argument in monelary theory lsee, e.g., Grandmont 11yH3)), for induding an

intrinsically worthless commodity such as money in the utility lunction, is that in an econo-

rny where money is the only asset, Its presence reflecls the demand lor saving and thus

for (uture consumption. lo give an unorginal illustratíon, suppose the household taces the

very simple intertemporal problem:

maximise u(c,c') subject to M ~ Y - Pc ; M, M- P`c'

where Y- money income, M lM) - money balances at the slart (end) 01 the first period,
~

c- consumption, P- its price, and ` indicates an expected second-period value. Substitut-

ing out c' as MIP`, the problem may be re-expressed as:

maximise u(c,M~P') subject to [M 4Y]~P - c t LP`~PJ MIP` l2)
e

From this we see that ior HarCs non-produced good to be interpreled as money, it is ne-

cessary for P', the household's subjective expectation of next period's price, to be an exo-

genous constant vvhich therelore can be assimilated as part of the definition o1 ul.), leav-

ing utilily etleclively a funclion only of (c,M). Hart's reluctance to accept lhis interprelation

may thus be viewed as an unwillingness to assume exogenous, or zero-elastic, expecta-

Uons. kemarks in his conclusion su99crst that he sees lhe only plausible assumplion as one

o( unit-elastic expectations, such that P' - tVP tor some constanl, ~. It is clear that this

is eyuivalent to making utility a funclion only of (c,M~P), which vvould require that the

ran-produced good be dellated by the price level if it is to be interpreted as money. Harl

sugyesis lhat this would cause money lo be neulral, a speculation which below will be

shown lo be correct.

Here, we shall explicitly take the non-produced good to be money, so allowing the
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mocfel lo ca~trdwte lo lhe extremely importard debale on lhe eflecliveness ol mcxtelary

pol~cy. Huwever, in order to avoid caislraining price expectalions lo be exogenous, we

adopt Ihe more general assumplion widely found in monetary theory ( see again Grandmont,

op. citJ, that expected prices are some arbitrary subjective function of current prices. For

cnnveniPncP, we takP a constant-elastlcity parameterlsation, P' - QrPY, whPre Y Is the

elaslicity of expectalions. Such an approach avoids constraining Y to equal zero - lhough

a value ol zero generates a rrwdel which is tormally equivalent to Hart's, and can still be

considered as a special case - but also involves a rejeclion of lhe v'iew that the only

plausible arx] wcx lhwhile assurnplion is Y- 1. Al the same time il allows Y- 1 to be used

as a benchmark, so thal ihe elfect of small deviations Irom this, bolh above and belaw,

can be considered.

It is dear from direct coruideration of the consumer's problem as expressed in (2),

that consumption may in general be expressed as a function of (CM~ Y]IP, [''IP). Given

that F'' is a function o( P, then so is the intertemporal relative price, P'~P. lhus P in-

tluences c througYi two channels: through a real liletime wealth, or real balance, effect;

and lhrouyh a relative price, or intertemporal substilution, ettect. It is worlh noting two

speciat cases in wFiich the latter is zero: one is when price expectations are unit-elastic,

which locks the relative price at the value a4; and the other is when currenl consumplion

ís neither a gross complemenl nor a gross substitute tor future consumption, which

occurs most notably when lhe utility function is Cobb-Douglas. II we assume, as does

Ha~l, that preierences are I~omothelic, then in botli cases consumption is simply equal to

a constanl times real wealth.

Belcrw it will be lound thal a key laclor in lhe model is the beliaviour ot the price

elasticity of consumption demand, e~ -[dc~dP][cIP], calculated at constant M~~Y. It is

easy to see that, given homotheticity, e~ takes the constant value -1 in ihe two cases just

mentioned. In the more general case, whether e~ lies below or abave - 1 deperds on ihe

combinalion ot two (actors: whether Y is greater or less than one (which determines whelher
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P'IP rises or talls with P); and whether current and future consumption are gross substi-

tutes or gross complemenls. In general, e~ is itself a function oi (M ~Y,P). If preterences

are homothetic, as Hart assumes, we oblain the useful simplificalion that eC depends only

on f, as may easily be verified.

lo illustrate the abwe remarks, and to pravide a fully-specified model 01 consumer

behaviour lor use below, let it now be assumed that the utility tunction has the CtS (orm:

U- I Cp ? SCM~P`]p J~~p SiO, pc 1

This, it may be recalled, is homothetic and contains the Cobb-Uouglas function as ihe spe-

cial case where p- 0. p~ 0 implies gross substitutability, and p c 0 gross complemen-

tarity, hetween the iwo arguments. Inccxporating the expectations hypothesis P` - r~PY,

and maximising this subject to the budget constraint, we derive the consumption function:

Me' Y 1
c- F 1 i h P) where

From this,

h(P) e b1~C1-P)~plCp-1]PpC1-YLC1-pl

[p 1-Y] hlP)e~ -- 1- 1-p 1{ h(P)

(3)

(4)

Since h(1') is always rron-negative, we can see that whether sC i or c- 1 depends on the

sign ol pl1-Y]. Gross substitutability plus inelastic expectations, or gross complemen-

tarity plus elastic expectalions, yield an absolute value ot e~ greater than one, while lhe

reverse combinations give a value less than one.

lklrm behbvluur

lhere are many firms at each location. Each behaves as a pertect compelitor in

txith the goods and the labour markets, and is eràowed with an identical strictly concave

produclion function, y- f(t). lhe representative firm's profit-maximising employment level

is then determined irom the familiar condition f'(!) - W~P, giving the strictly decreasing
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labour demand and goods supply lunctions:

! - !d(WIP), Y - Y`(WIP)

Hart assumPS that f(!) takes the Cobb-Douglas ( orm, y - Bte (O c fi c 1). We gene-

ralise this to CES, so assuming:

y- A[ako t pta]~~o, a4~ - 1, o c 1, 0 c n c 1

Although k is here a constarit and is - formally - superfluous, it has the natural inlerpre-

tation of being the lfixed) capital stock, and so is retained tor the sake of familiarity. It

may also be used to examine the effect ot supply shocks. 1~[1-0] is the elasticity of sub-

stitution between labour and capital. aa(3 - 1 ensures thal y remains finite as we let o

tend to zero, yiclding the Cobb-Douglas function Ak~at~~.

In the model of firms' behaviour, particular significance attaches to the real-wage

clasticities of labour demand and goods supply, Et -[dldldw][wI!] and ES -

[dysldwl(w~yl (w - W~P). (Note that the farmer turns out to equal f'If"!, which is thP

reciprocal of the elasticity ot the marginal producl of labour, belaw denoted as EF.) lhese

are in general lunctions of W~P, and thus, equivalenUy, of 1 or y. With CES technoloyy,

they may be computed as the tdlowing tunctions ot y:

Et - Lo 1 r[n 6]I1 IXk'[yIA]-o~n], t, ES - nLn-o t [o-UC1 akoCylA]-'~n]-t~-~ (5)

Note ihat wtren o- 0 lHart's Cobb-Douglas case), we get E~ - 1~[n~t-1], ES - nfSlLnp-1l,

i.e. constants. I he very special fix-price result o1 Hart turns out to depend on the fact

ttrat EL,E J are constants, and thus on lhe assumption of Cobb-Uouglas technology. With

the generalisation of this lo CtS, the simplicity of the tix-price resull disappears, but

olher interestirx~ pussibilities arise.

4enerel Imperl'ectly eompetltlve equlllbrlum

Equilibrium at a given location may be found in two stages. First, for any particular
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money wage, W, in the local labour market, the equilibrium price, P, in the local goods

market is determined trom the market-clearing condition:

ys(WIP) - c( M~~Y.P) (6)

lhis defines P as an imp(icit function ot IW,M iY). Second, the labour demand curve as~

faced by unions takes account of this dependence oi P on W, and so is given by:

t - td( WIP(W,M ~Y) ) - g(W,M 4Y) (7)~ e

Althougti unions recognise that any increase in the wage will raise the local price, and take

account ol this in calculating the eifect on the demand tor their labour, note that Y, the

money income ot consumers at ihe location, has been assumed to be earned entirely at

other locations, and so is taken as given by the local unions. (I) may naw be used in

combination with (1) to determine equilibrium in the local labour market.

lo lind the general equilibrium tor the whole economy, we appeal to the assumption

ol symrnetry across locations. Ihis implies that Y, the money income received by house-

holds at the typical location, must equal the money value ol income generated at the lypi-

cal location. ihe latter may be represented either by lhe money value ot goods supplied, or

ot qoods derr~anded, which in equilibrium are the same. lhis provides us wilh a second

condition, (9), which, in combination with the labour market equilibrium condition (1) (repro-

duced as l81), detines the values (W,Y) consistent with a general imperfectly compelitive

eyuilitxiurn w~th unemptoymenl:

1In - -e(W,M ~Y) (8)

YIP(W,M {Y) - c(M iY,P(W,M aY) ) (9). .

In l(t) we observe that e, beirg a log-derivative of g(W,M~~Y), musl in general be a tunc-

lion o1 tlre sarne variaWes.

l8) and (9), and the preceding ezpressions, have deliberately been writlen In terms
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ot unspecitied tunctional forms, to make clear the general concept of equilibrium. Il will be

the task ot the tollowing section to examine whether, wilh the forms ímplíed Dy CES pre-

terences and technology, they can be satisfied; and if so to consider vvhether monetary

policy is eltective. Existence ot an equilibrium with unemployment is not guaranteed. As

Hart notes, the conditions for existence in Cournot-Nash digopoly are in general more

stringent than in perlect canpetition. However, where an unemployment equilibrium does

nut exist, rt will be found thal equilibrium occurs al tull employment: in such cases the

model is merely less Interesting, not incoherent.

3 The EI'fecl.lveness ot' Monetary Po1tcY

Before proceeding to the case ot CtS preferences and techndogy, the equilibrium

conditions (B) arxl f9) may be analysed in greater depth for the general case. Differentiat-

ing the market labour demand tunction, (7), E may be expressed as:

- dt W (~ dP W ~
E- dW ! - Et-L~- dW P (10)

where dP~aW is irorn P(W,M ~Y), implicitly defined by the goods market equilibrium condi-

tion, (b). Uilterentiating (b), .

dW P - ESI[ES i EC7

Ihus,

E - E`EGrtEs tEC~

E hence ÓeCOmpOSeS inl0 lhree, more basic, elasticities. Ot these, E~ and ES depend on

firrns techndogy, and E~ on households preferences.
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We may now use (1'L) in the equilibrium condition (8), where, rqting that E~ - IIEF

and rearrang~ny, we obtain:

-EG - ESE~I(n i EF] (1.j)

In the right-hand expression lhencelorlh denoted as z), ES and EF we know in general to

be functions ol y. In the left-hand expression, E~ we know to be a function ol P, and

moreover of F' alone, if preferences are homothetic. A second relationship between P and

y is provided by lhe equilibriurn condition (g). Note that lhis simply detines the macrceco-

rximic aggregate demand curve. Assuming preferences are homothelic, il may be rewrit-

ten as.

y- a(P)[M IP ~ y]

where a1Nl is the wealth-independent marginal and average propensity to consume. Thus,

Me afP)
y - P 1- a(P) or, inverted, P - DIyIM~)

Substituling this inlo l13), the conditions for an unemploymenl equilibrium are conveniently

reduced to tfre following single equation in y:

-E`(DtylMe)) - ES(y)EF(y)I[n ~ EFty)] - Z(y) (14)

f~y graphmq tne two sides oi l14), the questions ot exislence and comparative statics may

be stud~ed.

C,onsider tirst the graph ol -EC against y, ulilising now the CES parameterísation ot

prelerences iniroduced above. EC as a tunction of P was given by (4). From (3), the in-

verse aggregate demand function is readily found as:

P - CylM~lta-vi[i-cY~Sv[vY-i~~Pin-aY~ (15)

This is decreasing, as would be expected, provided pY c 1, a restriction which will hence-
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forth be assumed to hdd. Subslituting it into l4), -e~ as a function of y is:

-EC - Í ~ [pllP][Í ~ CyrM~ pC1-YLCI-PY]SIICPY-17~PIC1-PY7~-1

1 his is pictur ed in F ig. 1:

I

O

-Ec
I

~-pr
~-P

O

,~------

p(1-TJ i U p(1-T] ~ O
Fig. 1

- E~

Unly in the case pll-7] - U tcaused either by unil-elastic expeclations, or by Cobb-Dou-

glas preferences) dces the graph not have a negative slope: in such a case las noted

at~ove) -c~ takes the constani value of unity. An increase in M~, as can be seen trom

(16), results in a proportionate increase in y at any value of -eC.

Nezt consider ihe graph o1 z against y, utilising the CES parameterisation of tech-

rwlogy. e~ and es as functions o1 y were given by l5). Substituting these into the detinition

ot z and simplitying, gives:

z - nC1 aka[yIAJ-o~nJ
n-1~o ~ [n-aJ[1-ako[y~A] nJ

(171

lhis is drawn for four dilferent ranges of the parameter o in Fig. 2:
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~
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~

Aa6k'

o- U U c o c 1
Fig. 2

Whrn o ~ n, thr graph o1 y ac7ainct t i~ boundrd ahovr' by Aan~okn, whilc whr'n o i(1,

the sanie extwessron provides its positive intercepl. Ihus in the above sketches the valid

ranqe ol y is respecUVely to ihe lett or io the right ol lhis quantity. o- U gives us Harts

case ol l,ob:,-Uouglas lechnology, in which case lhe graph ol z is simply a horizonlal line.

Equdibr~um may now be tound by superimposing the -e~ and z curves. lhe results

are clearly sensitive to the parameter values chosen. Take first the closest tormal equiva-

lent to Hart s rnodel, fn which techndogy is Cobb-Douglas ( o - O) and expectations are

zero-elastic 17 - Ul. Since the z-curve is a horizontal line at a value less than unity, il

tollows that we need p c U to ensure an unemployment equilibriurn exists ( more specifically,

1~L1-pl c nLt-a]~LnLt-a]~n-1] ). This gives a picture as in Fig. 3:

. ~
q,c-k
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O

Fig. 3

Here and in the diagrams below, we take it as understood that the value of y at the

intersection rs less than the "full employment" value implíed by the economy's exogenous

endowment ol labour time, though the latter is not dravm in. This may always be assumed,

since both curves are independent of the time endowmenL If it is nol true, lhen the equi-

librium is simply a tull-employment one, in which boih monetary and fiscal policy are Gearly

completely rnetlective.

I he ellecl on the -eC curve ol a rise in M~, i.e. ol an equal maiey handuut to all

househdds. was explained above. With the z-curve horizontal, lhis translates into a rise in

the equilrbnum vatue ot y directly proportional to the rise in M, as shown in Fig. 3. 5ince
e

y~M remarns unchanged, we see trom the aggregate demand curve, (151 that the price le-
0

vel is also unchanged. fhis is exactly Hart's "Keynesian" result, except that since M is.

interpreted nol as money but as an endowment of a non-produced good, such a chanoe

cannot be presented by him as an example ot monetary policy. Our analysis makes it clear

that the sarne result can be generalised to the case of non-zero-elastic expectatiais, i.e.

Y;r U. lhe necessary and suHicient condition for existence is now [1-p77~[1-p] c

nLt-aJ~lnll-aJin-U. Allhouyh it is still true that this is not guaranleed tor arbitrary

values ot y and p, it is clearly achievable for many values ot 7 other than zero, it p takes

appropriate valuec. However, for Y in the range ~n[1-a]ICaC1-aJ~n 1, 1~, no value of
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p can secure existence, as may be confirmed by marnpulating the above condrlion. Most

notably, this includes the case of unit-elastic expectations, vvhere the -ec curve is hori-

zontal at a height o1 one. In such cases, the equilibrium must be at full employment, no

matter faw large the economy s erxfowment ot labour lime.

We now relax Hart s assumption of Cobb-Uouglas techndogy, turning first to the case

vniere o c -ln-1J. This is the case ot an elasticity of subslitulion between labour and capital

which falls short ot unily L1y a sutficient margin. Fig. 4 illustrates:

Fig. 4

It is clear lhat, because the graph ot z extends Irom n~lnan-1] ( c 1) to 4m and is up-

ward-slopino, an unemployment equilibrium will exist tor aIl values of lY,p), unlike in the

(.obb-Uouglas case. This includes, inter alia, unil-elastic expectations. A rise in M, shitling
.

the -e~ curve rightwards as betore, clearly still has a posilive ettect on output. Note

espeaallv thát this ~s indep,?ndent ot wfrether lhe product pl1-YJ is positive or negaUve.

Unly it it is zero, i.e only it expectations are unit-elastic ( or if preterences are C.obb-

Uouylas) wiu monetary policy be mettective. We encapsulate this as:

ProposlLton 1 For CES production techndogy with sufficiently low substitu-

tability, such that o c-[n-1J, a Hartian' impertectly competitive unemployment

equilibr wm always exists, and an increase in the money supply has e positive

ettect on output tor any value of the elasticily of expectations o( future with

respect to current prices not equal to one.



lhat monetary policy ís et(ective lor any elasticity of expectations rrot equal to one is a

stronger result lhan betore. Under Cobb-t)ouglas techndogy, 7- 1 implies the equili-

brium is at tull employment and theretore that monetary policy is ineflective; for given va-

lues of the other parameters, only when Y su(ficiently deviates trom one such that it

exceeds lit p i 0) or lalls below (it p c O) it by an absolute margin of at least

[n-1]11~p -1]~Lnlt-a]~n-1] does unemployment occur and monetary policy become etfective.

A ditference from Hart's result is that the price level is ra longer unaffected. The

upward slope ot lhe z-curve dampens the rise in y somewhat, so that the ratio y~M~ lalls

rather than remains constant. The aggregate demand curve, l15), irxiicates that this must

cause the pr~ce level to rise. In terms of simple macrceconomics, this version of the

modei therefore resembles an economy with an upward-sloping, rather than a horízonlal,

aggregate supply curve. (A similar moditication is obtained by Hart when he introduces

utility ol leisure.) lhe extent to which an íncrease in norninal demand goes into prices in-

stead ot output depends, in part, on the slope of the z-curve, which in turn partly depends

on the initial level of outpuL Il can be seen from Fig. 4 that lhere must be some maxi-

mum level of output achievable by monetary expansion, which occurs as the -e~ curve

tends towards becoming a horizontal line. Whether full employment is achievable by mone-

tary pohcy thus depends on whether the separately-determined tull-employment output level

happens to be greater or less ihan this.

Consider next the effect ol o rn the range -Ln-1] c o c U. Fig. 5 shows a possible

eyuilitxium rn this case:

Fig. S
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Il is Gear that a necessary condition tor existence ís L1-P77IC1-p] c nI[tt~n-17, a similar

condilion lo that encountered when lechnology was Cobb-Douglas. Also clear is that this is

not yet suftrcient. It M~ is too high, the -E~ curve will lie too far to the right to íntersect

the z-curve; tor M sufticiently low, it will be shrunk towards lhe vertical axis, gua-.

ranteeirg an rnterseclion.

Since ttrere are two equilibrra it there are any, it Is netural to ask i1 they can be

distinguished. A natural criterion for this is stabilily. In ihe appendix, we consider a pos-

sible adjustment mechanism tor when the ecoramy is out ol equilibrium. lhis mechanism is

not intended as an inlegrated attempt to extend the model to a dynamic version, but simp-

ly as an elementary story, comparable to the tatonnement mechanism used in competitive

equriibrium. It is shown that local stability of an equilibrium under ihis mechanism requires

thal the z-curve should intersect the -e~ curve trom below, not above. This then implies

that, ot the two equilibria in Fig. 5, the one at lower y is stable, and the one at higher y

unstable. In looking at comparative statics, we therefore focus on the lower equilibrium,

ignoring the upper one.

By comparison with the Cobb-Uouglas case ot a horizontal z-curve, it can be seen

Irom Fig. 5 that a negative slope implies that y increases more than proportionally to

a rise in Mo, at lhe lawer equilibrium. Since yIM~ rises, the aggregate demand curve (15)

tells us thal the price level now Jalls, rather lhan remains constant or rises. lhus tor this

ranqe ol o we have the posslbilily of an "ultra Keynesian" resull: in terrns of sirtrple ma-

crceconorrucs, rt resernbles lhe case ot a downward-slopiny aggreyate supply curve. We

summarise ihis as:

Propositlon 2 For CES produclion technology with intt-mediate substituta-

bilily, such that -Ln-1] c o c 0, a'Hartian' imperfectly compatitive unemploy-

ment equilibrium exists it [1-P7LL1-p] c Rlln~n-1] and ii M~ is sufticiently

low, and a rise in M~ lowers the price level and raises outpul more than pro-

por t ional Iy .
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Finally we turn to o in the range 0 c o c 1. This is the case o[ an elasticity of

subslitutaon between labour and capital which is greater than unity. Fig. 6 depicts a pos-

sible equilibrium:

Fig. 6

txistence is once again not guaranteed, depending on the condition [1-p7]~[1-p] c

n~ln4n-U as in the preceding instance, though not on the value ot M. A rise in M
0 0

raises output and the price level, in a similar way to the case ot o c -Cn-1].

Thrcwytwut this seciion, vve have examined the question ol the existence ot an un-

employment equilibrium in terms ot the existence of a solution to equation (14). However,

tor the ranqr -ln-1J c a c O, the question of the stability of such sdutions was also

raised. Il is easy to conYirm, by inspection oi the relevant diagrams, that the stability

condilion that lhe z-curve should cut the -E~-curve trom below is satistied in all the other

cases. A lurther question concerns the satisfaction ol the second-order corxlitions lor the

unron's rnaxrrrnsatiun prublem. Ihis is also exarnined in the appendix, vvhere it is shcm~n

that none of the lstable) equilibria presented above are invalidated by vidation ol second-

order conciitrons.



i The EPTectlveness of F'Iscal Pollcy

We now introduce government spending, and thus a new component of aggregate

demand. 1 his is absenl trom Hart's original model. Government sperxling takes the form ot

purchases ol tirms output, distributed evenly across locations. As is most common, any

direct ettects on households utility or firms costs are ignored. Spending Is taken to be

tinanced by money issues by the government, whose budget constraint is thus G- M- M~,

where G is the rrominal value of spending. (Real spending is denoted as g.)

Apart from adding to aggregate demand, the introduction of government spending is

important tor its elfect on the overall price elasticily of demand. Letting EG -(dgldPJ[PIg],

anrf r~ - I~y'Ir1P1[F'Iy') wherP y' - c ~ g, we havP Ev -[cIy]E~ i[gIy]e~, i.e. averall

price elasUCity is a weighted average ol the elasticities o1 the components. For a given level

01 consumption or of total demand, higher gavernment sperxiing will theretore raise lre-

terring to absdute magnitudes) the overall elasticity it the elasticity of public sector de-

mand exceeds that ot private sector demand, and vice versa. lhe elasticity of public sector

demand can be seen to depend on the price-indexation rule adopted by the government.

For example, ii rwminal spending is 100~ indexed (i.e., if spending is fixed in real terms),

EG - C); or it not indexed al all li.e. ii spending is tixed in cash termsl, EG --1. We sup-

posP that spending is in general given by G- xP~, wherP x determlrtPS the scalP of

spendmq, and ~p is an indexation parameter. This gives EG - rp-1, a constant.

lhe moditicalion wFuch the introduction ot government spending requires lo the equi-

litxiurn cond~uuns is simply the replacemenl ot EC by Ep in (1J), and the addd~on to de-

mand of g- xPp-t in (9). The expression for Ep may bc writicn in thc form Ep - E~ -

CxP~-~Iy][E~{1-~p7, showi[tg that the difference is the new subtracted term. This fntro-

duces a direct dependence of EU exi (x,y), in addition to the previous dependence on P, 01

which E~ is a lunction. With CES preferences, we have, more specifically:

-Ep - 1' Ct~P~ 1hhPF) -
xPy-~f~ ~ C~1L

1 h(P))~
(18)
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Wtien governmenl spending is included in l9), the new reduced torm for aggregate demand

will show y to be a tunction ot IP,M ,x). The CES case gives

y - M
PC]-pY]ICP-17b1ICp-1].,1pIC1-p]

i xP~p-1 i
xPpL1-Y]ICp-1]-H,pSVCp-1]~pIC1-p] (tc3)

lo ensure this is downward-sloping, we need py c 1 as betore, and also pL1-7]IC1-p] ~1-~p

i 0 lwithout which the curve becomes forward-bending for sufficiently high P). Il is, even

so, impossible to write an explicit inverse of (1y), comparable to (15). This means P can-

not be substituted out of (18) in order to obtain a sirgle equation in y which would be the

new version oi (171. Instead, we can use (19) to substitute out y from cp and from zly),

and so obtain a single equation in P. For the sake of brevity, we do not reproduce the re-

sulling equation here.

1 he question ol the existence of an unemployment equilibrium in the presence oi

governrnent spending may now be examined by sketching -ep arxf z as tunctions ot P, for

different parameter ranges. Since this is an exercise very similar lo the one carried out in

5ection 3, vre shall not lengthen the exposition by repeating il here. Moreover, although

comparative statics can be investagated using the d~agrams, they do nol directly reveal the

eltect on output, the varíable of greatest interest. Hence we merely report a number ot

findings with regard lo existence. For the range o c-Cn-1], within which an equilibrium

always exists il x- U, too large a value of x, if coupled with a value of ~p too close to

unity, may cause non-existence. An obvious example o1 this is wtiere ~p - 1(spending is

fixed in real terms) arxf x is chosen to exceed the upper bound on production (see above);

bul problems also occur for less extrerhe cases. For ihe range o i-Cn-1], within which

an equilibrium is not guaranteed to exist if x- 0, a positive value of x may bring atwut

existence. Amongst examples of lhis are several in which an arbilrarily small value ot x

appears to permit an equilibrium where none existed be(ore. A simple case occurs when

sperding is fixed in real terms, expectations are unit-elastic and techndogy is Cobb-
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Douglas. The equilibrium value ot y ihen turns out to be in lixed ratb to g, providing

emphaticaily ' Keynesian" tiscal pdicy eltects, despite the tact that monetary pdicy is neu-

traL Untortunately lhis, and other equilibria brought inlo exislence by arbltrarily small x,

prove lo violate the stabihty conditions reterred to in the previous section, end musl the-

refore be regarded as unsatisfactory.

To examine the effectiveness of fiscal pdicy where stable equilibria exist, we pro-

ceed by diiferentiation. The e(fect on the price level, dP~dx, may be computed by difter-

entiating the model in the torm o1 the equation -eplP) - z(P), whose derivation was de-

scribed above. Using this in the aggregate demand tunction then enables the calculation oi

dyldx. I he expression obtained by this means is given in (20):

~- Pp-~ ! 1-PYM.r~ a Cp 1-Y] h(P) l a r [p 1-Y]l2 híP) 1 ~-1 l20)
dx - Ph(P) 1 p-1 PyL 1-p lah(P)J L 1-p J lah )1

lhis has been evaluated at x- 0, being the case which is simplest, and of greatest initial

interest. The denominator A- dzldP - d(-ep)~dP, and must be negative lo satisly the

stability requirernent (see the appendix).

from l'1U) we may immediately derive:

Propusltion 3(3overnment spending will affect outpul even when monetary

policy does not, and in these circumslances its elfect will be negative.

fo see thrs, we know that monetary policy is neutral when and only when pL1-7] - U,

which reduce, (20) to -~p[P~-t~Ph(P)](C1-pY7~[p-1])[M~ Py]A-t. Given existing assumptions,

thrs rs unambrguously negalive unless ~p - U, in which case rt is zero. The resull thal,

except in a ver y special casF, tiscal policy still allects oulput in the absence ol monetary

policy ellectiverress in rmperlectly competilive rnodels, was tirsl noled by Wren-Lewrs

(198`,). An implication ot this, he points out, is that such rnodels do not possess a"natu-

ral raté ol output or employment, if the latter is taken to imply independence from both

monetary and tiscal policy.
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Proposition 3 nevertheless gives no encouragement to a Keynesian vlew o( físcal po-

licy : rather the reverse. M intuitive explanation ot the negalive eflect starts from the

lact that, when monetary pdicy is neutral, it was seen that private sector demand elaslic-

ity eC is unity tin absolute magnitude) by virtue ot unit-elastic expectations or Cobb-l)ou-

glas preferences lp[1-7] - 0). Public sector demand elasticity eG has the (absdute) value

1-rp. Since this is less than eC, an increase in x must cause a reduction in the overall

demand elasticily ep, by the averaging argument given earlier. My such reduction lowers e,

increasing the monopoly povoer o1 trade unions, the effect of which is a cutback In

employment and thus output. lhe fiscal impotence which occurs when ~p - O is because in

this case e~ and eG are exactly equal, and moreover both exogenous. I( negative values of

~p were permitted fiscal policy would acquire an expansionary rde, but this would imply an

unusual indexatron rule ol reducing nominal experxiiture in response to a price rise.

Turning to the more general case where p[7-7] f 0, it is helpful to substitute out

h(P) and M ~Py lrom (20) using the equilibrium conditions, obtaining an express'ion in

terms ol the equilibrium value o1 z(or equivalently, of -ep):

d - PhP)t~ll-71~7~~ -7~-t{1-7~~t~~t~-7~-rp~e-~ l70')

Frum Figure 1, we know that the equilibrium value ot -ep and thus z must lie between the

values 1 arxi C1-pY]I[1-p7, where [1-pY]I[1-p] 1 1 as p[1-77 1 0. Thus p[1-y) i 0 Implles

t-z c U and L1-pY]~[1-p1 - z ~ 0, and P[~-Y] ~ 0 implies the reverse. The product o1 the

two terms is theretore always negative. l his shows that tlie sign ot dy~dx in ("10 ) ís the

same as that of the expression {.}. In what follows, we label this as f~.

We may now prove:

Yroposltlon í li government spendirg is fixed in cash lerms li.e. p- O),

then whenever monetary policy is effective (i.e. p[1-Y] f O), fiscal pdícy will

also have a posilive eftect on output tor some (and possibly lhe entire) range

01 money supply values. If government spending is indexed (i.e. ~q i O), then in
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order tor the same to be true p[1-T] must differ (positively or negalively}

from zero by a margin which is strictly increasing in rp.

Proof From the foregoing, ihe signs of the component terms of f~ are:

f) - 1-z , L~]L[~T -z~ - p (21)1-P7 1-p

if p[1-Y7 c 0 t~) t-) t-)

if p11-7] i 0 t-) t~) t~)

First assume rp - O. I( p[1-7] c 0, f) is unambiguously positive. It pL1-T]

i U, its sign depends on z. Since it is decreasing in z, it is maximised by mi-

nimising z. The minimum possible equilibriurn value ot z, and thus -ep, when

pLl-y] i O is z- 1(see Fiyure 11. This gives:

~ - [p[1-Y]]2
[1-p77C1-pJ - ~ 1221

which rs positive at ~p - 0. II z were instead at ils maximum o1 [1-py]I[1-pJ,

we wvuld have:

ii - -~~ -~q1-p (231

vAiich is negative at yi - O. Equilibrium wilh p[1-Y] i U we know requires o c

-Ln-1J. Thís was depicted in Figure 4. As M~ tends to zero, the -ep curve

shrinks leit causing equilibrium z to approach unity; as M~ tends to infinity it

expand~ rrght causrng z to approach ll-pT]~ll-p]. Therelore íl is positive tor

Me sufircrently low, negative for M~ sul(iciently high.

Now assume rp i 0. This clearly makes a positive f) harder. When

P[1-T] c 0, f2's sign now depends on z. f~ is decreasing or increasing in z accord-

ing as -p[1-y]I 11-p71 c 1 or i 1, respectively. Since -p[1-y]Ilt-P7] -

{-p[1-7]~l1-p]}I(1 ~ p[1-yJ~[1-p]}, this means respectively as -pL1-Y7~[1-p] c
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tI`l or i 1I2. If it is less than tI2, maximum f2 is where z is minimised,

which with pL1-y] c 0 is at z -[1-pyl~C1-p], and iherefore given by the

expression t23). If it Is greater than 1I2, maximum f~ is where z is maxi-

mised, which with plt-y] ~ 0 is at z- 1, and therefore given by the expression

(22). For the possibility of f1 i 0 when p[1-y] ~ 0, we therefore need both

l'2Z) and ( 23) to be positive. As seen already, when pU-y] ~ O, i2 is decreas-

ing in z and maximised at z- 1 at a value given by ( 22), which must lhus

again be positive lor the possibility of f~ i 0. These conditions are necessary,

but they are only also sufficient in the case of equilibria where o c-[n-1]: in

other cases, the extreme values o( z used in the argument may lie outside

lhose actually attainable by variation of M, as may be appreciated by reconsi-

dering Figures 3-6. ,

A link between the expressions in (22) and (23) may be observed by re-

arranging (?2) as fpfl-y7~[1-p])'~(ltpfl-y]I[1-p]) - ~p. ThP cnnditions tor Q i

0 tor some z may then be represented using Figure I:

F iyure I

For given ~p, pt1-y]Il1-p] must lie outside the range between the Interseclion

of lhe heavily-drawn curve and a horizontal line of height ~p. This condition is

clearly harder to satisfy the greater is ~p. Since pCl-y]IC1-p] cannot be less

than -1 (whicti would violate py ~ 1), at ~p - 1(spending fixed in real terms) it

can only be satistied for positive values.
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An Intuitive explanation for the ambiguous impact o( fiscal pdicy which is expressed

in Proposition 4 is that a rise in gwernment spending has two conflicting ef(ecls. The first,

which arises even under monetary neutrality, is the "elasticity' etfect deall with fn F'ropu-

sition ~, whereby hrgher public spending, to lhe eztent that it has lower price elasticity

lhan private sperxling, reduces overall price elasticity, so raising the monopoly pawer of la-

bcwr and reducing outpuL The second, which arises from the same source as monelary

non-neutrality, i.e. non-unit-elastic expectations, is Hart's "fixpricé etfect es studied in

Section 3, whereby the endogenous tailure o( the price level tully to respond to demand

shocks channels some ot the increase into output. This may be seen more explicitly in (20).

lhe squared term, which is zero if p[1-Y] - 0, represents the fixprice elfect, and is

always non-negative. The term in M~IF'y represents the elasticily ef(ect. The sign o1 the

term in rp which it multiplies is ambiguous, but írom (18) it may be seen to determine

whether an increase in g~y raises or lowers -ep, I.e. to depend on whether -eG ~ or c

-e~, respectively. In the latter case it is positive, whence the whole elasticily-etiect term

is negative, counteracting the fixprice-efíect term.

5. Concluslons

In all ot our extensions of Hart's model, the "Keynesian leatures which were the

particular mteresl of Hart and which are the tocus here, carry over and are in many

cases strerxrihened. In particular, if production technology is sulticiently convex, an un-

employment equilibrium will exist (or all values of the elasticity of price expectations, not

just a restricted range away (rom unity. In any unemployment equilibrium, a monetary

expansion will raise output given only that expectalions elasticily is not unity, and regard-

less ot whether it is above or below. These tindings together mean that, within this tech-

nology range, monelary policy is sure to be e(fective, except in the chance case that

expectations elasticity should equal one. Uutside the range ot the most corwex techralogy,
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an unemployment equilibrium is still always possible, and where it occurs mcxietary policy is

always effective, though It now depends on expectations elasticity lying In a particular

range away from unity. For no range of techndogy within the CES parameterisation is full

employment automatically guaranteed. In the case of fiscal policy, if gavernment spending is

fixed in nominal terms, then whenever monelary policy is effective, e fiscal expansion will

also raise outpul, ihough under certain conditions a perverse effecl may occur for some

sub-ranqe ot money supply values. H government spending is Indexed, either partially or

wfiolly, to the price level, then for an expansionary eftect it is necessary for expectations

elasticity to lie away Irom unity by a suflicient margin. These ambiguilies result trom the

fact that the price elaslicity of public sector demand is assumed in general to be smaller

than that of private sector demand, which generates an "elasticity" eftect which is in

opposition lo Hart's "fixprice" effect.

Il is dear that the Keynesian features of the model depend on non-unit-elastic

expectations, and there may be thase who will argue that ihe only plausible elasticity is

unity. Howevef this would be to reject the whole Hicksian concept of temporary equilibrium,

which is a short-run one in which il is recognised that expectaUons are tormed by rule ot

thurnb, so thal there can be rro powerful reasons for preterring any one value ot the

elasticity over any other. The strength of the monetary policy result here is that it is not

necessary to argue that the elasticity takes some particular value or lies in some particu-

lar ranqe in order to get a positive effect, but merely to claim that it will take some

arbrtrary value which could be either grealer or less than one. Moreover it is false to

imapine that, it the opportunity of learning were conceded, then only unity would prove to

be consistent with "rational" expectations. lhis depends for example, on lhe future course

of monetary policy: if the current rise in the money supply is known to be part ol a

permanenlly higher rate ot growth, then the expected inflation rate will change ará a unit

elasticity would be "Irrational". This suggests that 'Hartian' imperfect competilion may

provide scope for models of monetary elfectiveness under rational expectations, openirg up

a possible avenue for luture research.
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Atroendlx: blabllllv and 6eeond-Urder Condlt,lons

S'lablllly

The adjustment mechanism we propose is adapted Irom early work on the partial

equilitxium stabilily ol the Cournol oligopdy model by Theocharis 11960) and olher aulhors

as reviewed in Friedrnan 11971). In view ot the tact that this mechanism has been heavily

crilicised trom a game-theory perspective by later writers, it stx~uld be stressed that our

use ot it is not intended as a serious attempt to construct a dynamic model, but simply as

a device tor discriminating belween mulliple equilibria, on the same level as lhe `tatonne-

ment' mectranism used in the theory ot per(ect cornpelilion. All that is necessary is that

any conclusrons as lo stabihly should not be completely reversed by a more realistic me-

chanism, which would seem very unlikely.

lhe sdution to the ith union's optimisation problem may be represented as the

static reacl~on tunclion, t- r(!',M ~Y). For a dynamic story, suppose that in any period t,

t - r(~;t ,M~Y )~ r n-i . ~-,

Given the 1 s and lhus 1-~t , the wage W is determined ( rom the market labour de-. ~ , ~

marxi tuncticxi !- g(W,M 4Y). The production lunction gives y- t(t ), and together with
~ ~ o ~ ~

lhe aggregate demand ( unclion P- D(y ~M~), this generates Y~. By lhis means, lhe adjust-

ment path may be mapped oul.

Since the concern is with local stability, vve linearise about the equilibrium. Denoting

deviationc from equilibrium values by v, arxl parlial derivatives of tunctions, evaluated at the

equihtxium, by pnrnes or letter subscripts, the model is reduced to the equations:

D ~ D
- r1 ~~ tn-, rmY~-~

1'D -[ F ~ yD'~M~7 f! D

By manipulatirg these we may derive the following first-order difterence equation in tD:
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t~ - ~Cn-1]rt ~ CP~yD'IM~Jf'nrm~t~

For stability, we need that the absolute value of the ccefficient ~.~ on t~ should be lessr-

than uni3y.

Co reiale lhis condition to the diagram ot lhe -Ep and z curves, expressions lor r~

and rm must be compuled, as must expressions tor the slopes dzldy, d(-ep)Idy. Lergthy

but mechanical calculations ihen enaWe us to show that the above ccefticient, minus one,

may be r etcx rnulated as:

- ny ~ ES l2 r dZ - d(-Ep)l y dE W t E~ tÍ-~
EStiEpJ L dy dy JL dW E J

ihis must be negative for stability. Satlsfaction ot the second-order conditions (or the un-

ion's optimisation problem In facl requires that LdEIdW]CWlelte~l should be positive. It

can thus be seen that stability requires dzldy i d(-ep)Idy, i.e. that ihe z curve should cut

the -ep curve from below.

5econd-order condlllons

lhe corxlition that LaEIaw~LwIE~.E.t i O is necessary ( or a maximum is readily

derived lrom lhe unions optimisation problem. To examine whether this is satisfied in

equilibrium, it is convernent to relate it to dzldy - d(-Ep)Idy. 6y obtaining comparable

expressions tor these two, it may be shown that the critical terms which determine the

sign ot each. diller by the tollowing quantity:

A IP 1-77 1 [n-1~oloF(y) ~ r n-12n-1
1-p 1~h(P) CFES[n~EF] L niEFl n

t~i t.i

where F(y) ~ akoCylA]-o~n. A consequence of this is that if dzldy - d(-Ep)Idy ~ 0, then

A 2 U is sutficient ( though not necessary) for tdElaw~[wIE~.E.t i 0.

ihe second term in A is unambiguously positive. Thereiore i( p[1-YJ - U or o- U,

A is detinrtely positive. IFtese cases eside, lhe lhree deraminalors in lhe flrst term are all
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positive, whence sutficient conditions lor the firsl term, and therefore (or A, to be positive

are eilher li) pLt-y] c 0 with o ~-Ln-U or o i U, or (ii) pCt-y] i 0 with -[n-1] c o c O.

Fieterence to Section 3 shows thal all remaining equilibria sa[isty (i), wilh the exception of

the equilibrium which is the subject ot Proposition 2, which satis(ies neither. However, this

equilibrium only exisis for M~, and thus y, sufticienlly small. With o ~ 0, as y tends to ze-

ro, Ily) and thus the first term tend to zero (it may be confirmed that none ot tlte deno-

minators tend to zero), ensurirx3 thal A i O holds for sulficienUy small y.
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